


















Toad has left the conversation

Kris:
Hm.

USS Delphyne 9807.27


Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>><><><<><><BEGIN   MISSION><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>

CMO_Maza:
::in sickbay, making sure that the last of the medical supplies from SB191 have been shipped to the Delphyne::

CNSTelico:
_AWAY_

CO_Ktarn:
::on the bridge::

CTO_Spenc:
::August exits the TL, enters the bridge, looks around and gives a nod to all. She heads for her station::

Tac__Nash:
::at tactical station::

CNSTelico:
::in sickbay helping to direct traffic::

SCl-Kem:
:: at helm :: CO:  Course laid in.  Waiting for your order to engage.

CTO_Spenc:
::she starts some diagnostics on tac systems and then starts to go over reports from her security teams::

CO_Ktarn:
FCO:have we been given departure clearance?

SCl-Kem:
CO:  Yes.  We're all set.  They've given us priority clearance for departure.

CMO_Maza:
::counting the boxes of medical supplies::

CO_Ktarn:
FCO: Clear all morrings. ahead full thrusters

CO_Ktarn:
FCO: Once we clear space dock go to full impusle


CO_Ktarn:
FCO: till we clear the system.  Then go to warp 6

CTO_Spenc:
::all diagnostics are complete, systems are functioning within normal operating parameters::

FCO-Kem:
:: hitting console.  Happy to be driving :: CO: moorings clear.  Thrusters at 100%.  Dock clear in 30 seconds.

CMO_Maza:
::logs the inventory of medical supplies onto her PADD::

CO_Ktarn:
::Turns to head for his RR::CTO: You have the bridge

CTO_Spenc:
CO: Yes sir

CSO_Grant:
:: on the bridge, makes note he is glad that he got his order to send flowers to Gina to SB before distress call came in::

FCO-Kem:
:: going to full impulse.  briefly checks IDF :: CO:  We're at full impulse on heading.  We'll be going to warp in 5 minutes.

CO_Ktarn:
*Counslor*: Report to my RR

CO_Ktarn:
::enters ready room and sit downs in his chair::

CMO_Maza:
::cheerfully:: CNS: Well, it looks like all of the supplies are here

CTO_Spenc:
::walks to FCO::  Statis?

CNSTelico:
::nods to the doctor::I guess I'd better go.

CNSTelico:
*CO*: on my way.

CO_Ktarn:
::Starts tapping his fingures::


CO_Ktarn:
*Counslor*: You have two minutes Lt

CSO_Grant:
::pulls up library report on the planet  Tequilasun::

FCO-Kem:
*CO*:  We're clearing the system.  Ready to go to warp.

CNSTelico:
*CO*: the turbolift takes two minutes by itself, sir.

FCO-Kem:
:: engagine warp ::

CO_Ktarn:
*Spencer*: arragne for an Escort for Mr Telico

CTO_Spenc:
*CO* Yes sir. To where?

CNSTelico:
::walks down the corridor towards the TL and takes his time::

CO_Ktarn:
*SPencer*: to my ready soom

CSO_Grant:
:: reads that the planet enterred an Ice age::

CTO_Spenc:
*CO* yes sir.

CTO_Spenc:
Computer: locate Lt Telico

CTO_Spenc:
Security TL: please escort the Lt Telico To the CO RR

FCO-Kem:
:: checks ETA, panel reads 5 minutes ::

CTO_Spenc:
<securityguy> Lt Telico, this way please

CNSTelico:
::enters the TL::Computer: Bridge, at minimal speed.

CTO_Spenc:
<secguy> Lt please direct the tl to max speed

CO_Ktarn:
::watchs the counslor progress on the screen...makes a note to also talk to him about insobortantion::

CTO_Spenc:
<secguy> TL max speed

CO_Ktarn:
::wonders if he should get out the book and throw it at the counslor::

CMO_Maza:
*OPS officer*  I'm ready to convert those two cargo bays, whenever you're ready

FCO-Kem:
*CO*: 3 min's til we enter Tequilasun's system.

CSO_Grant:
::reads that occasionly Federation birdwatchers goto the planet 's bird watch stations ::

CO_Ktarn:
*FCO*: Every well

CMO_Maza:
<OPS officer> *CMO* Cargo bays 5 & 6 are ready for your staff

CO_Ktarn:
*Spencer*: where is Lt Telico?!!

CNSTelico:
::Leaves the TL as it reaches the bridge and throws a glare at August on his way to the RR::

CTO_Spenc:
<secguy>::thinks about taking the LT by the arm but reaches the captains quarters

CTO_Spenc:
<secguy> CO here is the LT

CTO_Spenc:
*CO* at your door sir

CO_Ktarn:
::Watchs as a Ensign Tiny and lt teclico enter with out ring first::

CTO_Spenc:
:August looks at Telico,  she tries to hide the smile that was immediate upon seeing him, afraid that someone would notice::

CO_Ktarn:
Tiny: Wait out side

CO_Ktarn:
::glares at Lt Telico::

CNSTelico:
::stands just inside the the RR doors and returns the glare full bore::

FCO-Kem:
:: slows to 1/4 impulse upon reaching the system :: *CO*:  We've arrived, currently heading toward Tequilasun at 1/4 impulse.

CMO_Maza:
Nurse Anderson: Please help me coordinate the conversion of the cargo bays

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: The deplphyne moves to within an hour of the coordinates

Nicke_AGM:
<delete>

CNSTelico:
CO: I appreciate the escort, Sir, but it was a bit over done.

CSO_Grant:
::scans for source of distress call::

CMO_Maza:
::Anderson and the CMO delegate jobs to the rest of the med staff::

CO_Ktarn:
Lt: Next Time I give you and order I expect you to Follow it.  Not take your time Understood Lt!!

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: long range sensors pick up traces of the signal that starfleet reported

CTO_Spenc:
::hopes her smile was not misunderstood by the LT.<has no idea of the wrath of the captain>::

CSO_Grant:
::notices that long range scanners pick up traces of signal::

CNSTelico:
CO: Understood.  I also understand that Captain Ber would never approve of this type of security around here.

CSO_Grant:
::tries to refine those traces and triangulates::

CTO_Spenc:
CSO: what are we getting on our sensors?

CO_Ktarn:
LT; One I am the Captain know.  And Two I gave you a direct order.  Now are you going to follow my orders from Know on?

CMO_Maza:
med staff: Okay, we'll need to set up gurneys in cargo bays 5 & 6

CSO_Grant:
CTO: we are getting faint signals possibly reflections of the distress signal::

CNSTelico:
CO: Of course.  Why wouldn't I?

CSO_Grant:
::adjusts for reflections::

CO_Ktarn:
Lt: You Did not follow then this time

CTO_Spenc:
CSO: can you pick up any parts of it other than what we have already?

Daniel has been made a spectator

CNSTelico:
CO: I'm not going to split hairs with you, Captain.  It would take too long.  Why did you send for me?

CO_Ktarn:
lt: Now for the matter of why I called you.  I want to make it clear to you that there Will Be NO unauthrized Mission run from my ship.

CSO_Grant:
CTO: I have localized those signals to a point within a sphere with a diameter of 3 times the planet

CNSTelico:
::gives K'Tarn a bewildered look::I wasn't the one running a covert operation here.  And you never knew it.

CSO_Grant:
SCI_KEM: I am sending you my best current co-ordinates of distress call origins

CO_Ktarn:
LT: Futhermore If i Find you have run such mission.  I will personal Court martial. Oh and I know.

FCO_Kem has been made a speaker

CMO_Maza:
med staff: Divide each cargo bay into sections....for each of the triage categories

Tac__Nash:
::scanns for enamy ships::

CO_Ktarn:
Lt: I know that this is a warning.  And trust me I know.  The exuctive officer of SFI is an old shipmate

CTO_Spenc:
cso: what are your recomendations?

FCO_Kem:
CSO:  Aye. :: laying in course.  Engaging at 1/2 impulse ::

CO_Ktarn:
LT: Do you understand me?

CSO_Grant:
CTO: We inform the CO then plan to intercept at yellow alert

CNSTelico:
::laughs heartily::CO: You will have me court martialed?  Ha!  I could bust you back to Ensign so fast, you'll think the war is over!  Don't ever threaten me...Captain.

FCO_Kem:
:: feels heat coming from the RR ::

CNSTelico:
CO: However...

CTO_Spenc:
*CO* we have localized those signals to a point within a sphere with a diameter of 3 times the planet. we recommend yellow alert

CSO_Grant:
:: continues to refine co-ordinates::

CO_Ktarn:
LT: You can bust no one.  Rember Your only a Lt.  I am a Captain and a Command officer of a Starfleet vessel.  And i suggest you start treat me as such

CNSTelico:
CO: If old Yergie is an old pal,  he would have told you that I was long retired from SFI

FCO_Kem:
:: adjusting helm to follow CSO's direction ::

CTO_Spenc:
::overhears loud voices from the CO rr::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the scans at firrst confirm the science report then the scanners lose their lock

Susman has been made a spectator

CNSTelico:
CO: your threats are a moot point.

CO_Ktarn:
*CTO*: Make it so

CMO_Maza:
::members of the med staff are walking back and forth between sickbay and the cargo bays, carrying medical equipment::

CTO_Spenc (Sound - Alert.wav):
.  Yellow alert. all hands.

CTO_Spenc:
TAC get your teams in order. ::looks at tac nash::

CO_Ktarn:
Lt: It is a warning lt.  And you better watch the attidute.  As for you begin retire I know that as well.  However they do occisal reactive old agents

CSO_Grant:
CTO: The sensors have lost contact with source of distress call. It could be a power problem with transmitter or a trap

Tac__Nash:
cto:aye sir

CNSTelico:
CO: I suggest we get going.  Sir.

FCO_Kem:
CSO:  These directions keep changing.  Maybe we should try a wide band scan and launch a probe or 2.

CO_Ktarn:
lt: I do want to clear one thing however.  If you are give a mission I accpet you to let me know. Understood?

Tac__Nash:
::starts to get secerity teems in order::

CSO_Grant:
::loads a program for a probe::

CTO_Spenc:
CSO: any luck?

CNSTelico:
CO: I will let you know provided any orders I may get allow me to.

CSO_Grant:
CTO: last best guess is high elliptical orbit around poles of the planet

CMO_Maza:
::goes to the cargo bays to check on the progress, and leaves Nurse Anderson in charge of sickbay::

FCO_Kem:
:: config's upper panel to show sensor data ::

CO_Ktarn:
LT: If you review my records you see I hold the highest level of clearnce in the sector

CO_Ktarn:
lt: No report to sickbay

CSO_Grant:
CTO: I have a package ready for a probe once we get CO's OK

CO_Ktarn:
<<Ack now>>

CNSTelico:
CO: Like I said, I'm not going to split hairs.  I know your record, and you don't.  Are you finished?

CSO_Grant:
*CO*: we have source of distress signal in high elliptical orbit about the planet , we wish to intercept and to launch a probe

CO_Ktarn:
*CSO*: very well

CO_Ktarn:
::enters the bridge after telico::

CO_Ktarn:
cto: status?

CSO_Grant:
CTO: are we at yellow alert already?

FCO_Kem:
:: hears klingon anger in the CO's voice.  Wonders if the Couns. will come out in one piece ::

CMO_Maza:
::in cargo bay 5::

CTO_Spenc:
we have source of distress signal in high elliptical orbit about the planet , we wish to intercept and to launch a probe

CNSTelico:
::takes the Counselor's seat determined to never let the Captain forget he's here.::

CTO_Spenc:
CSO Yes we are yellow alert

CSO_Grant:
FCO_KEM:PLease plot an intercept course

CMO_Maza:
::satisfied that her staff has effectively converted the cargobay into an emergency sickbay::

CO_Ktarn:
Grant: is the probe launched?

CSO_Grant:
CO: we are waiting for your OK

CO_Ktarn:
*Maza*:Are you ready?

CMO_Maza:
*CO* yes, captain

FCO_Kem:
:: hmmm... if this were a klingon ship :: CO:  Sir, we're working on the location.  We're headed in the general direction at 1/2 impulse.

CSO_Grant:
CTO: please allocate a tube for the probe

CO_Ktarn:
Nash: Launch the probe

Tac__Nash:
co:aye sir

CMO_Maza:
*CO* Cargo Bay 5 is done...I'm on my way to check on cargo bay 6

CTO_Spenc:
CSO: alright

CO_Ktarn:
CTO: Have JERU teams alpha and beta standying by

CTO_Spenc:
::tube selected::

Tac__Nash:
co:probe lonched

CTO_Spenc:
Tac nash: launch probe

CO_Ktarn:
::turns to the counslor::Lt: I told you to report to sickbay to help the doctor

CSO_Grant:
::watches for telemetry from probe with eagerness::

CMO_Maza:
::makes her way to Cargo bay 6::

Tac__Nash:
cto:i did

FCO_Kem:
:: wonders what it would take for a counsellor to lose it.  Makes mental note ::

CMO_Maza:
::enters the cargo bay.  After a detailed evaluation, she is equally satisfied with the job of her staff::

CTO_Spenc:
Ensign Brigis ::eye brow raised:: yes sir is all I need from you mr.

Tac__Nash:
cto:aye sir

CNSTelico:
CO: While I'm sure that Doctor Maza can handle this by herself, I wouldn't want to disobey and order.  Sir.

CTO_Spenc:
::smiles at the tac:: I'm sorry, there was no need for that.

CSO_Grant:
::reads some odd signals from probe , like a low cochrane signal possibly from a fading warp signature::

CMO_Maza:
*Anderson* How are the preparations for sickbay coming?

CNSTelico:
::gets up and leaves the bridge::

CTO_Spenc:
::looks at the LT. and then looks away as she catches his eye::

CMO_Maza:
<Nurse Anderson> *CMO* Sickbay is ready in waiting

CSO_Grant:
CO: From the probe I am getting evidence of an old warp signature there might be a disabled starship in orbit

CO_Ktarn:
Lt: That is the last time I report and order.

FCO_Kem:
CSO:  Are we close?

CO_Ktarn:
::notice the cto egoling the counslor::

CO_Ktarn:
Grant: How old?

CNSTelico:
::Hears the Captain grumble something unintelligable as the TL doors close::

CSO_Grant:
FCO_KEM: we are more than 6 time planet diameter yet

FCO_Kem:
:: still thinks the Federation should adapt some Klingon ship practices in protocal::

CMO_Maza:
*Anderson* Thanks....good work

CSO_Grant:
CO:  at least a week

CO_Ktarn:
Nash: Any other vessel in the area?

CO_Ktarn:
Grant: What there situation?

Tac__Nash:
co:no sir

CMO_Maza:
*CO* Cargo bays 5 and 6 are ready.  So is sickbay.

CO_Ktarn:
CTO: Are the Jeru teams ready yet?

CO_Ktarn:
::wonders why he has to keep repeating himself::

CSO_Grant:
CO:we are continueing to moniter the probe for data and to refine co-ordinates of distress call

FCO_Kem:
:: understands why the CO is being such a grump.  Kind of. ::

CO_Ktarn:
Grant: Why are they disabled?

CSO_Grant:
CO: from library records , the planet has some bird watching stations that are stocked with supplies . A crew might have abandoned a damaged shipto take refuge at abird watching station.

CNSTelico:
::decides to stop by his quarters::

FCO_Kem:
:: notes position :: CO:  We are 10 minutes from the planet ::

CTO_Spenc:
*maza* have your jeru teams standing by.

CSO_Grant:
FCO_KEM: I am sending you a map of the birdwatching stations

CMO_Maza:
*CTO* will do

FCO_Kem:
CSO:  Aye sir.

CNSTelico:
::gets out an old, but reliable piece of equipment and flicks the on switch::

CSO_Grant:
FCO_KEM: Most likely candidate would be one near perigee of the elliptical orbit

CO_Ktarn:
*Maza* Has Lt teleco report in yet?

CTO_Spenc:
CO: all JERU teams are standing by.

CO_Ktarn:
Grant: What cause the damage?

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: Sensors pick up the distress signal again..........it is in a very old cold.........

FCO_Kem:
CSO:  Aye.  Adjusting course.  ETA 9 minutes.

CMO_Maza:
*CO* I'm in cargo bay 6.  Haven't seen him...hold on, let me check sickbay

Nicke_AGM:
<err code>

CO_Ktarn:
COmputer: Locate Lt Telcio

CMO_Maza:
*Anderson* Chloe, is the counselor with you?

CMO_Maza:
<Anderson> *CMO* no, he isn't

CMO_Maza:
*CO* He isn't in sickbay, sir

CSO_Grant:
CO: we are getting the distress signal more clearly now. It is in an old code format. Definately predates current conflict protocals

CO_Ktarn:
<Computer>K'tarn: IN his quarters

CO_Ktarn:
Nash: Take a securtiy and place Lt telcio under arrest

CNSTelico:
sends a short burst coded UHF message that is completely undetectable::

Tac__Nash:
co:aye sir

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: code seems scrambled but definately an SOS::

CO_Ktarn:
grant: very well but what cause them to send the distress singal?

CTO_Spenc:
::looks at the Captain and then at nash::

CMO_Maza:
::contacts two of her medics to be on JERU standby::

CTO_Spenc:
Nash: do as the Captain said

CSO_Grant:
CTO: I am sending you the signal 's protocol. Your access to old security codes might help. At least I can make out an sos

CNSTelico:
::then has himself transported to sickbay::

Tac__Nash:
::takes securtiy teem to place lt telcio under arrest::

FCOKem:
:: monitoring ship axis ::

CTO_Spenc:
CSO: yes let me give it a try

Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>END MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><

Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>END MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><
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